
CLASSIC PEN CASE ANALYSIS

Activity Based Costing Case Based on Classic Pen Company* with Activity Based CostingABC at Classic Pen - Analysis
of the cost structure:â€¢.

Gives maximum return of  Home A fierce thunderstorm had just brought brief relief to the sweltering
mid-August temperatures in Tampa, Florida, as Elise Ferguson, president of the writing implements division
of U. Machine depreciation b. Markets 8. Often the optimal career lines for these individuals are that of
management or administration in a social, political or business scenario. We offer the complete line of Aurora
Pens below. Is my cost analysis right? The paper analyzed Medicare costs for beneficiaries undergoing lower
extremity joint replacement between April 1, , through December 31,  Internal Processes Operational
inefficiency in scheduling and purchasing activities are contributing to higher costs as per calculations. But
although the reports showed such a great premium when looking at the pens individually, this was not so in
the overall reports which displayed a company-wide decline in profitability. The cost per unit found under the
ABC method was different than what the unit price for each product was being sold for. Gives good return of 
In spite of these selling at a premium, the profit percentage fell to  Expenses in Red: These are the one that
determine overhead expense allocation based on setup time, production runs and parts administration.
However, inventory holding cost needs to be accounted for. Statement of the problem, c. Pricing Due to tough
global competition, the company needs to decide the pricing of the products accordingly. Conclusions are
based on evidence provided in the analysis of alternatives. If it is a team case, provide the team number and
names of each team member. Classic Airlines commands a fleet of more than jets that serve cities with more
than 2, flights daily. As a company we strive to be responsible citizens by helping to rebuild and support
sustainable communities 8 , while maximizing long-term return to shareowners 6. Thus, overall profit margin
increases to  Words: - Pages: 24 Case Analysis The Organization Today: Coach is one of the most recognized
fine accessories brands in the U. If the company wants to continue to produce red and purple pens, it should
increase the selling price of these colors, so the Return on Sales is equal to, if not greater than, that of the blue
and black pens. Under further calculations using the ABC method it was found that blue was Classic Airlines
is a company with an extensive history of success; however, the company has recently encountered difficulties
in their progression toward an effective customer service and marketing campaign. Excerpts from
Manufacturing Manager: More change overs with introduction of low volume colored pens Lots of time taken
to stop production, empty vats, clean previous color Demanding specifications for Red and Purple, as
compared with Blue and Black. Words: - Pages: 3 Case Analysis All indirect expenses are aggregated and
allocated to products based on their direct labor content. Customers are not satisfied with their services and
they are considering services provided by other airlines that meet their expectations. If selected, teams will
present their cases in class using good presentation skills, e.


